
BENEFITS

MATRIX VIDEO SURVEILLANCE: TAILGATING DETECTION

 Tailgating is one form of security breach involving an employee

opening the door of a restricted/critical area and holding it open

for employees/visitors/vehicles without access rights.

 Matrix SATATYA SAMAS detects Tailgating if a marked virtual

line is crossed more than once in a given time frame.

 On detection of Tailgating, it sends notifications in the form of

SMS, E-mail, Video Pop-up, Audio, Alarm, etc.

 Detection of Tailgating event can also trigger other IVAs like

Face Detection or License Plate Recognition for greater security.

DESCRIPTION

Tailgating detection can be useful in offices having access control door systems for entering rooms with

confidential information or expensive assets.

For E.g. A server room of an IT company has an access control system at its entrance door. Only the IT head
has access to the server room. Other employees are not given access to this room as it contains highly
confidential data. If the IT head leaves the door open by mistake, unauthorized individuals can enter and
manipulate important data, which leads to huge losses in the company. Tailgating detection by Matrix Video
Surveillance helps in detecting such kinds of events and instantly notifies the concerned person to prevent any
damage. Detection of Tailgating can also trigger other IVAs like Face Detection to immediately capture the face
of the person who is Tailgating. Snapshots of this can be saved and a report can be generated. These reports
are extremely useful during investigation as evidence.

APPLICATIONS
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Improve Productivity

by Avoiding 24*7 Live 

Monitoring

A virtual line should be marked at the entrance of the door of any critical area.

 The camera should be mounted exactly above the virtual line drawn so as to capture any movement across the

virtual line from top.

User can define the dimension of the object (to be considered for Tailgating), which crosses the marked virtual

line.

 The time interval to be considered between two objects for crossing the virtual line is user configurable. User can

define the time interval from 1-10 seconds.

 Then configure the mode of action/alert, which should be triggered on detection of the Tailgating event.

User can also schedule Tailgating for various times and days of the week to avoid unnecessary alerts at all times.

CONFIGURATION

Asset Protection 
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Employee Safety 
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Quick Investigation 
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